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1 Executive Summary 

Preserving processes requires not only to identify all process components, but also to intercept all 

interactions of the process with external influencers. In order to verify if the collected data is sufficient 

for the purpose of redeployment, as well as to verify that the redeployed process performs according 

to expectations, a framework for verification is needed. For this reason we devised the VFramework 

which provides the guidelines for successful verification of preserved and redeployed processes. The 

information collected during the VFramework application is stored into the VPlan, which is an ontology 

for a systematic organizing and storing of verification information. We use a set of SPARQL queries 

not only to validate the VPlan by checking if the required information is complete, but also to create 

reports presenting the verification information in a coherent way, thus easing the analysis of the 

results of the verification and validation process. Finally, we describe tools that were implemented in 

order to automate comparison of metrics used during the assessment. The tools enable PNG, PDF and 

TEX comparison. The requirements for the tools were driven by the use cases, on which the 

VFramework was successfully applied. This white paper introduces the concepts used by us during the 

verification. For more details please refer to the (TIMBUS Consortium, 2013) and our proceedings 

papers (Miksa et. al, 2013) and (Miksa et. al, 2014). 
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2 Introduction 

Traditionally, research in the area of digital preservation deals with preservation of static information 

like documents, scans, and other kinds of data. The long term preservation of entire systems and 

processes was not in the centre of attention.  Addressing this new challenge requires advanced 

methods and processes which ensure that the process context is described adequately. This includes 

the collection of sufficient information of all involved components, which enables future 

redeployment.  

No matter how well-engineered the process for preservation of processes is, it cannot guarantee that 

all necessary information required to run the process was recorded. Given the complexity of 

preserving entire systems and processes, we thus need to derive means for reliably verifying whether 

a process being re-deployed performs correctly according to preservation goals. We need to ensure 

that not only sufficient information is collected during planning and preserving of the process, but also 

to confirm that the redeployed process performs according to the expectations of the redeployment 

scenario. 

The verification of redeployed processes is a complex task which may vary in its form due to several 

factors:  

 the way the processes are specified,  

 the drivers for their preservation,  

 the preservation strategies applied, 

 the reasons for the redeployment, 

 the redeployment environments, etc.  

However, regardless of these differences, all processes must be verified for measuring the success of 

the redeployment. Otherwise, there is no guarantee that the process running in the redeployed 

environment is the one which was meant to be redeployed. Such evidence is crucial in litigation cases 

when the correctness of the original process, executed at some time in the past, could be questioned, 

and the only way to check this is to re-run the original process. In such cases, the method for 

verification of redeployed processes should provide irrefutable evidence that the redeployed process 

is behaving exactly the same way as the original. 

In this white paper we present the VFramework which defines the framework for verification of 

preserved and redeployed processes. We also describe the VPlan which is an ontology used to store 

the information collected during the VFramework application. Then we describe in what way SPARQL 

queries facilitate validation of data stored in the VPlan and also ease the analysis of data by provision 

of well-structured reports. Finally, we provide an overview of tools developed for automatic 

comparison of metrics that are used during the verification. 
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3 VFramework 

The VFramework was created to verify that a redeployed process performs according to expectations. 

The framework’s foundation is driven by two major requirements. 

 Requirements 

Firstly, the framework has to be independent of the situation in which different digital preservation 

actions were applied to the full process or to different parts of the process. In such situations some of 

the process' parts may be substituted, re-engineered, emulated, migrated, etc. As a result, the 

redeployed process which is to be verified is not necessarily an exact copy of the original process. 

The framework has to be capable of verifying the execution of similar processes or their parts. By 

similarity of processes we mean a situation, in which the functionality or characteristics of the process 

have been altered, but the deviation is either desired (e.g. faster computation) or acceptable (e.g. 

some functionality is limited but for the purpose of redeployment it is not required). Such situations 

may be an inevitable side effect of the digital preservation actions or a consequence of deliberate 

actions (e.g. improved implementation of the process). The framework has to support such situations 

regardless of its origin, and be capable of evaluating full and partial redeployments of processes.  

Secondly, due to the high variety of the nature and implementation of the processes and a wide range 

of potential user requirements that had to be considered, the framework has to be flexible to cover 

all these requirements and settings. Therefore it has to remain at a relatively high level of abstraction 

and be customizable for the concrete processes which are going to be preserved. The guidance on 

customization is provided by the framework in order to achieve the comprehensiveness of the process 

verification. 

 Solution overview and definitions 

The VFramework is depicted in Figure 1 and consists of two sequences of actions. The first one 

(depicted in blue) is performed in the original environment. The result obtained from execution of 

each step is stored in the VPlan (see Section 4). The second sequence (depicted in green) is performed 

in the redeployment environment. The necessary information for each of the steps is obtained from 

the VPlan.  
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Figure 1: VFramework. 

 

Original environment denotes the system in which the process that is going to be preserved is 

deployed and operates. The redeployment environment is the system in which the process will be 

installed once the decision to redeploy the preserved process is made. It is very likely, that the 

redeployment will take place at some distant time in the future, when the original environment does 

not exist anymore and the process may need to be re-engineered to fit it into a new system.  

Apart from descriptive metadata, the VFramework uses two kinds of data: verification data and 

redeployment performance data. The verification data is collected during the execution of the process 

in the original environment. It provides information on details of the execution of process instances, 

focusing on measuring significant properties. Interactions with external components have to be stored 

as well. For this purpose, external interaction data being part of verification data is collected. This 

external interaction data represents a record of all interactions of the process with external 

components during the execution of a specific process instance in a scenario to be used for 

verification. This data is reapplied in the redeployment environment to ensure determinism, by 

recreating the same external interactions. The redeployment performance data is collected during the 

execution of the process in the redeployment environment. It provides information on details of the 

execution of the process instances, focusing on measuring significant properties. It is used for 

comparison with verification data to assess the redeployment. The steps of the framework are 

described below and in (Miksa et al., 2013). 
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 VFramework steps detailed 

Here we explain the steps of the VFramework. For more details please refer to (TIMBUS Consortium, 

2013) or (Miksa et. al, 2013). 

VFramework step 1: Describe the original environment 

The aim of this step is to describe the process and document its context by identifying environment 

dependencies in which the process is deployed. Information on: 

 the motivation for the preservation of the process considered, 

 the redeployment scenarios, 

 set of example instances to be used for verification, 

is collected. This corresponds largely to the steps 1-3 of the "Define Requirements" phase in 

preservation planning (Becker et al., 2008), with the first step being subdivided into two more fine-

grained steps. The process is described using the TIMBUS Context Model. An example is presented in 

Figure 2. 

VFramework step 2: Prepare system for preservation 

The aim of this step is to identify the interactions of the process, i.e. all inputs and outputs of the 

process, but also configurations of process parameters, as well as influences of other components 

sharing the process environment or used indirectly by process components. This information is 

needed in order to ensure deterministic execution of the process and thus ensure reliable assessment. 

The steps should be conducted in view of redeployment scenarios and significant properties defined 

for the process in step 1. 

VFramework step 3: Design verification setting 

The aim of this step is to identify the measurement points of the process, specify metrics used to 

assess quality of preservation actions and couple them with thresholds which are used as criteria for 

the assessment. The measurement points can be defined as points of the process where data enabling 

reasoning about correctness of the process execution is collected. The investigation should be 

conducted in the view of redeployment scenarios and significant properties defined for the process. 

VFramework step 4: Capture verification data 

This step has two main tasks:  

 configuration of the capturing environment for collection of verification data, 
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 collection of the verification data while the process is monitored by tools which trace process 

interactions. 

 

Figure 2: Example of a process modelled in ArchiMate depicting basic concepts of the 

VFramework. There are two boundaries (green and blue line marking elements belonging to each 

of them) and three measurement points (orange circles with letter “M” inside). 
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VFramework step 5: Prepare system for redeployment 

This is the first step performed in the redeployment environment. This step has three main objectives:  

 configuration of the redeployment environment for collection of redeployment performance 

data, 

 redeployment of the process in a new environment, 

 execution of the process instances. 

 

VFramework step 6: Capture redeployment performance data 

The aim of this step is to collect the redeployment performance data from the new system and verify 

if the data collection conditions were fulfilled. 

VFramework step 7: Compare and assess 

The comparison of significant properties measured in both environments is conducted in this step. 

The comparison is described in a report and a decision about fulfilment of redeployment purposes is 

made.  
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4 VPlan 

The VPlan is created when the original process is preserved and accessed during the redeployment 

phase. It was designed to handle the information collected by the VFramework application. A VPlan is 

created per process and it contains process instances which can verify particular process execution. 

The VPlan is publically available at: 

https://timbus.teco.edu/svn/public/ontologies/VPlan.owl. 

Figure 3 depicts the concept map of the VPlan. The light blue boxes are the classes, e.g. VPlan, Metric, 

RedeploymentScenario, etc. The named arrows connecting the light blue boxes are object properties 

relating classes to each other, e.g. measures, appliesToScenario, hasInstance, etc. The arrows which 

point to the green boxes are data properties, these are namely: isLocatedAt, hasTextDescription and 

isInline. There are also five dark blue boxes, which are individuals used for creating an enumeration 

for the MetricTargetOperator class. Finally, there are 3 grey boxes which depict elements imported to 

the VPlan by importing the Context Model. 

In general the VPlan links the requirements expressed by significant properties and metrics with the 

way they are measured. To describe the measurement process the information on process instances 

and capturing processes is provided. The VPlan uses the Context Model to precisely depict from which 

process’ part the information was captured. Moreover, it includes also the capturing processes, which 

were originally modelled in Archi and later converted to an OWL ontology in order to document the 

way the data was collected. Finally, the VPlan stores not only information on data location used to run 

the process, but also the data which was captured from the process. These relations were 

schematically presented in Figure 4. 

 

https://timbus.teco.edu/svn/public/ontologies/VPlan.owl
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Figure 3: VPlan concept map depicting class, object and data properties. 

 

Figure 4: Relation of the VPlan to the Context Model 
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5 SPARQL queries  

SPARQL
1

 is a query language that allows retrieving RDF
2

 data. The VPlan and the TIMBUS context 

model are RDF compatible and for this reason the SPARQL queries can be used in the process of 

verification and validation. This section presents sample queries and highlights the benefits they bring 

on various stages of the VFramework application. 

 Validation of the VPlan 

When the data is collected in the original environment (step 4 of the VFramework) it is essential to 

validate it. This requires manual or automatic actions and varies depending on the data type. In the 

proposed solution the VPlan plays a central role of a deposit in which all the information about the 

preserved business process is stored. Furthermore, in case when only parts of the VPlan are 

automatically generated and the rest is created manually there is a risk of errors in the model 

introduced by a human. Therefore, the validation of the VPlan is also needed.  

The SPARQL queries can be used for validation of the VPlan. The combination of queries is capable of 

checking the model completeness, i.e. detecting if the object or data properties of the VPlan instance 

comply with the VPlan specification, or if the object properties between the individuals of the VPlan 

instance are allowed. In Figure 5 an example of validation query is presented.  

The query validates the instance of the VPlan. In this particular case the individual of a class Metric 

which name contains “SP1M1” is validated, i.e. it is checked if this individual has all its properties 

specified according to the VPlan specification of the class Metric. The example execution of the query 

is presented in the Figure 5. One can notice, that the result revealed that two properties are missing, 

namely: VPlan:isUsedForMetricComputation and VPlan:hasMetricTargetOperator. Hence, the VPlan is 

not valid and this issue needs to be fixed. 

                                                           
1

 SPARQL: http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/ 
2

 RDF: http://www.w3.org/RDF/ 
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Figure 5: Example of SPARQL validation query execution. The result reveals that at least two 

properties are not defined in the VPlan instance. 
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 Reporting 

SPARQL queries can also facilitate presentation of data stored in the VPlan. During the redeployment 

phase of the VFramework the preservation expert must make many decisions concerning the 

redeployment using the information about the original process. For example, the capturing processes 

in the redeployment environment have to mimic the capturing processes from the original 

environment. Furthermore, when in the last step of the VFramework the assessment of the 

redeployment is performed, the information on: metrics, target values and expected values, in the 

redeployment are needed. In both cases this information was defined during the first phase of the 

VFramework and is stored within the VPlan. Hence, at the different stages of the VFramework 

application needs to obtain different information from the VPlan. Using of SPARQL queries is a 

convenient way of doing this. The SPARQL queries executed on the VPlan can provide answers to the 

following questions (and are not limited to them only). 

 What are the significant properties of the process? 

 What are the metrics used to measure the significant properties? 

 What is the capture process for each of the metrics? 

 Where are the auxiliary resources fostering understanding of the capture process located? 

 Where are the measurement points in the process? 

 Which data has been collected for calculating metrics? 

 What are the expected values of the metrics? 

 Where is the captured data? 

 What instances of the process are used for verification? 

 Are there any determinism issues in the process? 

 What are the process steps? 

 Are there any auxiliary descriptions of the process? 

Examples of queries can be found in the Annex A of (TIMBUS Consortium, 2013). 
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6 VFrame Comparators 

During the evaluation of the VFramework we applied it to various use cases. One of the use cases 

focused on a scientific process within a civil engineering domain that required data processing, 

transformation and visualisation. According to the VFramework we have defined a set of significant 

properties and metrics that are measured in order to evaluate whether the significant property is 

fulfilled. Hence, we developed a set of tools that enabled us to automate this process. We call this 

tools suite VFrame Comparators. They are based on publically available open-source libraries and are 

implemented in Java. The VFrame comparators consist of 3 tools which are briefly characterized below 

and described in details in the Annex B of (TIMBUS Consortium, 2013). 

 PDF Document Comparator 

The comparator takes two different pdf documents as its input. As a result: 

 it constructs a third pdf file with differences highlighted using diff-pdf
3

, 

 extracts pdf documents metadata and fixities and produce comparison table, 

 extracts texts from pdf files and compare texts and then output them in html file format by 

highlighting differences in texts. 

It provides outputs in form a visual list of differences between the contents of the document (see 

Figure 6). Furthermore, it provides also a table depicting changes in the metadata of the DPF 

document as presented in Table 2. 

 

 

Figure 6: Example of PDF visual comparison 

  

                                                           
3

 Diff-pdf tools for visual pdf comparison: https://github.com/vslavik/diff-pdf 

https://github.com/vslavik/diff-pdf
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Table 1: PDF Comparison Sample Output. 

 

 Latex Document Comparator 

This comparator takes two input LaTeX documents and analyses them. As a result an XML file 

describing differences is produced. The output of the tool is depicted in Figure 7. It shows positions of 

words which were deleted and inserted. 

 

Figure 7: Latex Document Compare sample output. 
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 Image (PNG) Comparator 

The comparator takes two different image files of the same size for its input. Then it extracts key 

features from those two images and as result produces: 

 third image file with differences only pixels, 

 summary table of differences comparing extracted key features. 

A sample output of the comparator is presented in Table 2. 

Table 2: Sample Image Comparison Output Table. 
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